Paternal-and maternal-child relationships are associated with partly distinct psychobehavioral problems, which often manifest differently between boys and girls. In order to understand neural mechanisms underlying complicated mappings between child-parent relationship and adolescents' problems, we used a dataset of early adolescents (N=93) and separately estimated the effects of paternal-and maternal-child relationships on resting-state functional connectivity and problems in boys and girls. General linear models identified the effects of paternal-and maternal-child relationships in different sets of functional connectivity, which we termed functional brain connectomes associated with paternal-and maternal-child relationship (FBCp and FBCm), respectively. Subsequent connectome-based models using these FBCs significantly predicted aggressive behaviors only for boys and internalizing problems selectively only girls. Lastly, a causal discovery method identified causal paths from daughtermother relationship to FBCm, and then to daughter's internalizing problems. These observations highlight sex-dependent mechanisms linking child-parent relationship, brain, and psychobehavioral problems in early adolescence.
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Adolescence is a critical transition period from childhood to adulthood accompanied with dramatic changes in physical and mental characteristics as well as in social environments 1 .
Perhaps because of these overarching changes, adolescence is particularly vulnerable to a range of distress that often leads to psychological and behavioral problems, and, in extreme cases, to psychiatric diseases [2] [3] [4] . Sexual maturation and dimorphism are significant biological factors behind the adolescent psychopathology. For instance, boys are more associated with externalizing problems characterized by aggression and rule-breaking than girls, who are often susceptible to internalizing problems such as depression and withdrawal [5] [6] [7] . Understanding the risk factors and neural mechanisms underlying these adolescent problems is a critical step towards the identification of modifiable intervention targets to foster health and development of children 8 .
Among other possible targets, the child-parent relationship has been recognized as a crucial environmental factor that impacts on adolescent's cognition, emotion, and behaviors 9, 10 .
Therefore, the effect of child-parent relationship on brain development and its relation to adolescent behaviors have been of central importance in adolescent neuroscience and epidemiology 11 . In epidemiological literature, the quality of child-parent relationship has been shown to significantly impact on internalizing and externalizing problems in boys and girls 12 . Furthermore, paternal or maternal relationship with child has been suggested to have differential effects on adolescent behaviors between boys and girls. For instance, the relationship with mother has a stronger influence on boy's externalizing problems than that with father 3 . On the other hand, the significance of the relationship with father on girl's perilous sexual behavior has been recently recognized 13 . Together with the well-documented evidence for sexual differences in adolescent brain development [14] [15] [16] [17] and behavioral problems 6, 7 , these studies indicate that father and mother's parenting may differently contribute to specific psychobehavioral problems, which may further interact with child's sex.
Neuroscientific investigations are expected to reveal the intermediate mechanism underlying the complicated relationship between parenting and child's psychobehavioral problems 18, 19 . Although important evidence for the effect of parenting on the structural brain development in school-age children and adolescents is accumulating [20] [21] [22] , possible differences in paternal and maternal influences, as well as child's sex differences, remain unexamined. In this regard, a previous resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) study of early adolescents 23 that examined the development of inter-regional functional connection (FC) marks a notable exception. In the study, insensitive parent caregiving, maternal rather than paternal in particular, accelerated the development of FC between the amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex, a key component in 4 the neural circuit for emotion regulation underlying a range of child's psychobehavioral problems 24, 25 . Furthermore, this effect was dependent on the child's sex, such that the effect was more pronounced in girls than boys. A significant effect of maternal parenting on the development of this particular FC was further shown by another fMRI study that found an accelerated development by early maternal deprivation 26 . However, recent evidence indicates that emotion regulation is subserved by multiple FC networks including the fronto-parietal (FP) and default-mode networks (DMN) 27, 28 , and the FC involving the amygdala may be a part embedded in one such large-scale FC network. Therefore, a whole-brain connectome-based analysis, rather than analysis of specific FCs of interest, may be necessary for the complete understanding of the functional development of neural circuits 29, 30 .
Although the association between parenting and the child's development of FCs has been addressed in several studies, it has been often left unanswered whether and how such FC networks are actually associated with adolescent psychobehavioral problems. Importantly, one seminal longitudinal study addressed this question and showed that maternal aggressive parenting in early adolescence had an effect on the rs-FCs seeding amygdala in mid adolescence, which had a mediation effect on the development of major depressive disorder in late adolescence 31 . However, the critical question of sexual dimorphism in adolescent behavioral problems, as well as possible differential association of paternal-and maternal-child relationships with a child's behavior, remains unknown. Although functional imaging studies have traditionally adopted correlation methods to show the association between brain measure (e.g. rs-FC) and behavior, the conceptual advantage of a more robust approach based on statistical prediction has been increasingly recognized in neuroimaging literature 32 . However, the possible sex-dependent association between psychobehavioral problems and FC networks related to paternal-and maternal-child relationships has not yet been examined even by correlation analysis.
This study aimed to reveal the mappings between child-parent relationships, child's FCs, and child's psychobehavioral problems by considering the differences between paternal and maternal relationships as well as child's sexual dimorphism in FC and psychobehavioral problems. Here, we have used an epidemiological and neuroimaging dataset of early adolescents derived from the Tokyo TEEN Cohort (TTC) study, which is a population-based birth cohort study in Japan. Our approach had the following two major steps. First, based on possible interaction of paternal or maternal parenting with child's sex on child's problems, we performed connectome-based analyses using children's rs-fMRI data to identify separate functional brain connectomes (FBCs) associated with paternal-and maternal-child 5 relationships, each of which was further divided into the presence or absence of interaction effect with a child's sex. We then built connectome-based predictive models (CPMs) 33 for child's psychobehavioral problems using the identified FBCs to test possible associations between the FBCs and the child's problems. Together with subsequent control analyses and a causal discovery method, we aimed to reveal the mechanism linking the child-parent relationship, brain, and psychobehavioral problems in early adolescents.
Results
We analyzed a cohort dataset of 93 early adolescents (41 boys and 52 girls) who were between 10 and 13 years old at the time of data collection (see Table 1 for the demographic information).
The main data consisted of the rs-MRI data and questionnaires of the Network Relationship Inventory (NRI) for assessing the child-parent relationship 34, 35 and the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) for assessing the psychobehavioral problems in adolescents 36 . See Materials and Methods and Supplementary Information for details.
The overview of the analytical procedures is shown in Fig. 1 . First, we constructed individual functional connectome using a brain parcellation scheme based on the Brainnetome Atlas 37,38 from the rs-fMRI in each subject. Second, we identified multiple sets of FCs, each of which was associated with a different aspect of child-parent relationships. Third, we built predictive models for child's psychobehavioral problems using the identified sets of FCs.
After constructing the individual functional connectomes, each FC was fitted with two general linear models using either variables of the paternal-child relationship or those of the maternal-child relationship. These models allowed us to separately identify sets of FCs that were associated with paternal or maternal relationships. Each of the "paternal" or "maternal" model included explanatory variables for effect of the child-parent relationship and those for interaction of child-parent relationship with the child's sex. The NRI scores for fathers and mothers were used as variables representing the degree of positive relationships with father and with mother in the models, respectively. Table S1 show FBCs of the adolescent brain that were significantly associated with the relationship with father or mother, which we termed FBCp and FBCm, respectively.
FBCs associated with the paternal-child relationship (FBCp) and maternal-child relationship (FBCm).

Figure 2 and
Each of the FBCs was divided into sex-independent (Figs. 2a and 2b) and dependent (Figs. 2c
and 2d) FBCs based on the presence or absence of interactions with the child's sex. Sex- 6 independent FBCp or FBCm further had "positive" and "negative" sub-FBCs with the former increasing its FCs with the NRI score regardless of the child's sex and the latter vice versa ( Fig.   2e ). The positive FBCp consisted of nine inter-network FCs, while the negative FBCp contained six FCs ( Fig. 2a ). On the other hand, positive FBCm contained seven inter-network FCs, while the negative FBCm comprised one FC (Fig. 2b) . Comparisons between the FBCp and FBCm revealed only two common FCs: an FC between the right precentral gyrus (PrG) and left lateral occpital (LO) and the other between left LO and right basal ganglia (BG) (see 
Child's sex-dependent parental FBCs
We identified sets of FCs that showed different directions of associations with child-parent relationship between boys and girls. When the relationships with father or mother showed such a pattern, we termed such FCs as sex-dependent FBCp or FBCm, respectively ( Fig. 2e ). As shown in Fig. 2 and Table S1 , sex-dependent FBCp contained 23 FCs particularly involving the FP, lateral temporal (LT), orbitofrontal (OFC), salience networks, and DMN ( Fig. 2c ).
FBCm consisted of fourteen inter-network connections between the right FP, OFC, salience networks, and DMN (Fig. 2d ). The sex-dependent FBCp and FBCm shared five FCs mainly stemming from the right FP to other networks, such as the DMN and BG networks, and from the LT to limbic and salience networks (see Fig. S1b ). These observations indicate that, although some commonalities do exist, paternal-and maternal-child relationships are associated with largely different sets of FCs. The presence of abundant FCs in these FBCs indicates that relationships with father and mother interact with child's sex at the neuronal level.
Spatial distributions and functional characterization of parental FBCs
In order to characterize the distribution of FCs in the FBCp and FBCm, we classified nodes of FCs in each type of the FBCs. As shown in Fig. 2f , we observed that the right FP network had the largest number of nodes showing any effects of child-parent relationship, most notably interaction effects with the child's sex. This observation suggests strong sex-dependent influences of the child-parent relationships on the development of this functional network.
In order to further examine functional characteristics of these FBCs, we used the BrainMap (http://brainmap.org) 39 and examined the spatial overlaps of these FBCs with brain activity patterns associated with brain functional terms registered in the BrainMap. We show a radar chart of each FBC depicting the functional profile as defined in the five most superordinate terms of the BrainMap (Fig. S2 and Table S2 ; see Table S3 for the results of all 7 mental subdomains). On comparison between FBCp and FBCm, it is notable that functional profiles of sex-dependent FBCp and FBCm are strongly associated with "cognition" and "emotion". Therefore, paternal and maternal relationships may be particularly related to a child's cognitive and emotional functions in a sex-dependent manner.
Prediction of child's psychobehavioral problems using parental FBCs
Next, we examined whether these parental FBCs were associated with psychobehavioral problems of adolescent child. As a means of testing the association, we constructed CPMs using these FBCs to predict child's psychobehavioral problems and tested the prediction accuracies of the models. Because previous epidemiological studies showed sex differences in the manifestations of the child's internalizing and externalizing problems 12 , as well as in the effect of child-parent relationship on psychobehavioral problems 3 , we split the cohort into the two groups based on child's sex and built separate predictive models for each sex. of the CBCL as a dependent variable. We focused on the CBCL subscales that were related to either internalizing or externalizing problems (see Methods for more details). We used a leaveone-subject-out cross-validation (LOOCV) to evaluate the prediction accuracies of the models, in which correlation between predicted and observed score of a CBCL subscale was calculated.
As shown in Fig. 3a , models accurately predicted the psychobehavioral problems in a highly sex-dependent manner: aggressive behavior, one of the externalizing problems, was significantly predicted for boys [r = 0.304, P = 0.027, df = 39] but not for girls. In contrast, subscales related to internalizing problems, such as withdrawn/depressed [r = 0.459, P < 0.001, df = 46], somatic problem [r = 0.302, P = 0.019, df = 46], anxiety/depressed [r = 0.431, P = 0.001, df = 46], and internalizing problem [r = 0.534, P < 0.001, df = 46] were significantly predicted only for girls. For the results of other subscales, see Fig. S3 .
Bootstrapping analysis to test associations between parental FBCs and psychobehavioral problems
Although the analyses using the LOOCV procedure showed significant prediction accuracy for child's psychobehavioral problems, one might raise a concern about the possibility of "overfitting" in the prediction models 40 . In order to examine this possibility, we performed a bootstrapping analysis, in which prediction performances were compared with models that 8 were built using randomly selected FCs not included in either type of FBCp or FBCm. Using a bootstrapping analysis with 5,000 iterations 41 , the Pearson's correlation values of the prediction model of FBCp and FBCm were compared with the null distribution derived from the bootstrapping procedure. As shown in Fig. 3b , statistical significance of the model using all the parental FBCs was shown in boy's aggressive behavior (P = 0.036) and in girl's withdrawn/depressed (P = 0.003), somatic problem (P = 0.025), anxiety/depressed (P = 0.003), and internalizing problems (P < 0.001). For other subscales, see Fig. S4 . These results show that prediction accuracies in the main analyses using the LOOCV procedure were indeed significant. As an additional confirmation, we used permutation tests as well. We confirmed that the results of the permutation tests exactly matched with those of the bootstrap method (see Fig. S5 ).
Prediction of psychobehavioral problems using either of FBCp or FBCm
A next important question would be to ask which of the two, FBCp or FBCm, was associated with these internalizing and externalizing problems. We, thus, built prediction models using 
Prediction performance of models that do not account for differences in child's sex or in parental FBCs
Although we built separate prediction models for child's psychobehavioral problems, these psychobehavioral problems might be more accurately and parsimoniously predicted without assuming separate models for boys and girls. To examine this possibility, we built a single prediction model for each CBCL subscale combining the data of boys and girls. As shown in Another possible complexity of our prediction model might be that the effects of the paternal-and maternal-child relationship on FCs were examined separately. If, however, role of the paternal-and maternal-child relationship was not distinct but interchangeable, then FBCs associated with the combined measure of both parents could also predict child's psychobehavioral problems. To examine this possibility, we defined the child-parent relationship as the sum of the NRI scores of both parents. We repeated the analyses to identify sex-independent and dependent FBCs associated with the combined measure of child-parent relationships, based on which we built prediction models for the CBCL subscales (see Supplementary Information for further details). However, the models failed to predict any CBCL subscale scores (Fig. S9 ). These results indicate that psychobehavioral problems in child are better predicted by modeling differential effects of FBCp and FBCm than by assuming comparable or interchangeable effects.
Prediction of psychobehavioral problems by models using FBCs associated with peer relationships, family SES, and psychobehavioral problem itself
In addition to the child-parent relationship, the relationship with peers is thought to increase importance in adolescent's life 42 . It is, thus, interesting to ask whether FBCs associated with the peer relationship are related to psychobehavioral problems in children. Therefore, we repeated the series of analyses to identify FBCs associated with the peer relationship and constructed prediction models for psychobehavioral problems using the identified FBCs (see Supplementary Information for further details). The degree of positive relationship between child and his/her peers was assessed by the NRI. Prediction models using FBCs associated with the child-peer relationship could not predict any CBCL subscales (all P > 0.120; Fig. S10 ).
These results suggest that, at least for early adolescence, the child-parent relationship, rather than that the peer relationship, is an important factor associated with child's behavioral outcomes. We also confirmed that FBCs associated with family SES, another important factor 10 associated with adolescent psychobehavioral problems 43, 44 , could not predict any CBCL subscales ( Fig. S11 ; see Supplementary Information for further details).
In the main analyses adopting the CPM approach, we successfully predicted key psychobehavioral problems of boys and girls from the FBCp and FBCm. However, one may be concerned that a significant prediction might be achieved simply because the predicted behavioral variable (i.e., a CBCL subscale score) might be correlated with another behavioral variable (i.e., NRI score) associated with FBCs. In order to examine this possibility, we next compared performance of prediction in the main analysis with that of the CPM model to predict child's psychobehavioral problem using FBCs associated with that psychobehavioral problem.
Here, the predicted behavioral variable and the variable associated with FBC are exactly the same, which would produce high prediction accuracy, if the correlation between predicted variable and FBC-associated variable is critical. We built prediction models for each psychobehavioral problem using a standard CPM approach as described in previous studies 33, 45 .
As shown in Fig. S12 , these analyses showed statistically significant correlation between predicted and actual values only in boy's attention problem [r = 0.420, P = 0.003, df = 39] but not in any of the subscales related to internalizing and externalizing problems. These results suggested that the FBCp and FBCm measures are actually significant predictors for the behavioral symptoms in adolescents.
Causal discovery among child-parent relationship, FBC, and psychobehavioral problems
Our main and control analyses demonstrated that the paternal-and maternal-child relationships were associated with sets of FBCs, that were further associated with specific psychobehavioral problems in adolescents. Although we have examined the chain of the triad associations among child-parent relationships, brain, and child's problems in a hypothesis-driven manner, we further questioned whether the causal paths between the three components could be inferred in a data-driven manner. For this purpose, we used the Linear Non-Gaussian Acyclic causal Model (LiNGAM) 46, 47 . The methodological details can be found elsewhere 46 . Based on a previous study 46 , a bootstrap method with 10,000 iterations was applied to compute the 95% confidence interval (CI) of connection strengths. We retained the direct edges only if the 95% CI did not include null value (i.e., zero) (see Methods for details).
Because the CBCL "aggressive behavior" scale of boy was the only scale belonging to the externalizing problem that the parental FBCs significantly predicted, we focused on this scale as an instance of the externalizing problem. For the internalizing problem, however, we focused on the CBCL "internalizing problem" subscale of girl because it is a superordinate 11 metric over other related subscales, such as withdrawn/depressed, somatic problem, and anxiety/depressed, that the parental FBCs significantly predicted.
Boy's Aggressive Behavior. Because the FBCp, but not FBCm, predicted the severity of boy's aggressive behavior, we incorporated father-related measures (i.e., composite score of FBCp and the NRI score for father) into the analysis. These inputs satisfied the assumption of non-Gaussianity (see Table S4 ). Of note, P-values were derived from the one- Girl's Internalizing Problem. The CPM analyses indicated that both FBCp and FBCm significantly predicted the severity of internalizing problems in girls, although the latter showed better prediction than the former. Therefore, we examined the causal graphs of both fatherrelated measures (composite score of FBCp and NRI score for father) and mother-related measures (composite score of FBCm and NRI score for mother). We confirmed that these variables satisfied the assumption of non-Gaussianity (see Table S4 ). Although the maternal (Fig. 3d ).
Discussion
The current study analyzed a cohort dataset of early adolescents to identify the pattern of the rs-FCs of the child's brain that are associated with the child-parent relationship and further to test whether and how multiple FBCs associated with distinct types of child-parent relationships contribute to child's psychobehavioral problems. First, our general linear models separately identified effect of paternal and maternal relationships on FCs, which we termed FBCp and FBCm, respectively. We, then, built CPMs using these FBCs to predict psychobehavioral problems of boys and girls separately. We observed a sex-dependent pattern in prediction performance of the models, such that a part of externalizing problems was significantly 12 predicted only for boys whereas the internalizing problems were predicted only for girls.
Further analyses revealed that FBCp was associated with a part of boy's externalizing problem and girl's internalizing problem, whereas FBCm was associated with a range of girl's internalizing problems. Series of control analyses confirmed that the present model best predicted child's problems among other models that did not account for differences in child's sex or in paternal and maternal relationships. Furthermore, similar connectome-based predictive models using effect of the peer relationship or the family SES on FBCs did not predict child's problems either. Therefore, our hypothesis-driven approach demonstrated the sex-dependent associations between the child-parent relationships, FBCs, and child's psychobehavioral problems in early adolescence. Parts of the casual relationships among these components were specified by causal discovery, which indicated the causal paths from the quality of girl-mother relationship to FBCm, and further to girl's internalizing problems.
Effect of child-parent relationship on adolescent's brain development has been examined in previous structural and functional neuroimaging studies 18,20,21 . However, many of them focused on the effect of maternal parenting, and only one study has examined the possible differences between paternal or maternal relationship on child's brain development or interaction of child-parent relationship with child's sex 25 . To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to separately associate paternal or maternal relationships with child's FCs in a sex-dependent manner using the functional connectome-based analysis. We observed that FCs included in FBCp and FBCm were unevenly distributed among major FC networks, with FCs involved in the right FP network showing particularly strong associations (Fig. 2) .
The spatial distribution of these FCs was highly different from those FCs associated with the peer relationship or family SES (Fig. 4 ). This observation may indicate distinct effect of childparent relationship on child's brain among other environmental factors influencing on adolescents' behavior. Comparison between FBCp and FBCm revealed marked differences between the two FBCs, although several common FCs did exist. Together with the observation that a notable number of FCs in each of the two FBCs showed child's sex-dependent associations with child-parent relationship, our findings indicate that the paternal-child and maternal-child relationships are differently associated with FCs in the child's brain, which are further different between boys and girls.
The clear sex difference in association of FCs with child-parent relationship deserves further discussion. Our observation of sex-dependent association between child-parent relationship and FCs is consistent with the previous finding of child sex-specific effect of parenting on brain development 21, 23 . In particular, we found that the large portion of FCs with 13 sex-dependent effect of child-parent relationship were presented in the right FP network. This finding is consistent with a previous structural MRI study reporting that the effect of maternal negative parenting on the cortical thinning in the right FP regions is different between adolescent boys and for girls 21 . Interestingly, deficit of executive functions subserved in the right FP network have been associated with a gamut of behavioral problems 50 . Such considerations highlight the development of executive functions as a crucial factor that interacts with emotion and social functions for adolescent's well-being and adaptive behaviors 51 . It is possible that sex-dependent effect of child-parent relationship on the neural systems including the right FP network is particularly critical for the development of cognition and emotion functions that are required for regulation of adaptive and flexible behavior 51 , failure of which may lead to a range of sex-dependent behavioral problems in adolescence.
Previous adolescent functional imaging studies examining parenting effects on child's
FCs were motivated by the notion that parenting-related FCs would contribute to child's functional outcomes 25, 26 . However, the triplet relation of parenting, FCs, functional outcomes has not been demonstrated except for one longitudinal study showing the impact of maternal aggressive parenting in early adolescence on amygdala-seeded FCs in mid-adolescence, which had a mediation effect on major depression disorder in late adolescence 31 . To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first demonstration of the tripartite link by building predictive models for sex-dependent child's psychobehavioral problems using measures of FBCs associated with paternal-child and maternal-child relationships. Suprisingly, the models showed significant prediction in a highly sex-dependent manner, such that the model accurately predicted a part of externalizing problems in boys and the range of internalizing problems in girls. We further showed different association between FBCp and FBCm, with the former being associated with boy's externalizing problems and girl's internalizing problems and the latter being associated with girl's internalizing problems. Although our cross-sectional study design did not allow the assumption regarding the causal relationship among child-parent relationship, FCs, and psychobehavioral problems based on temporal order, the data-driven analysis of LiNGAM indicated the casual paths from the relationship with mother to FBCm, and from FBCm to internalizing problems in girls. Taken together, these observations indicate different roles of paternal and maternal parenting on an adolescent's brain development and further suggest sex-dependent mechanisms that link parenting, brain, and psychobehavioral outcomes. It is notable that child's psychobehavioral problems were best predicted when models treated measures of FBCp and FBCm independently and when boy's and girl's psychobehavioral problems were modeled separately. This observation again supports the 14 importance of the interaction between child-parent relationship and child's sex in understanding of the child's functional outcomes. We also demonstrated that FCs associated with the relationship with peers 12, 52 or family SES 43, 44 failed to predict any of the psychobehavioral problems, although effect of these factors on adolescent's functions and behaviors have been recognized. Given that the relationship with peers may increase importance towards the adulthood, it is possible that these factors might play more important roles later in adolescence and that the relationship with parents is more important in influencing child's brain development and psychobehavioral outcomes 8 at least in early adolescence.
In conclusion, the present study revealed a differential association of paternal and maternal relationships with adolescent's FBCs, which was further different between boys and girls. CPMs incorporating the FBCp significantly predicted boy's externalizing and girl's internalizing problems, whereas the model incorporating the FBCm predicted girl's internalizing problems. Our findings, thus, provide sex-dependent neuronal substrates underlying the epidemiological observations of complex relation between paternal and maternal parenting and psychobehavioral problems in adolescents. For the assessment of the child-parent relationship, we used the NRI 34, 35 , in which an adolescent child rated the degree of positive relationship with his/her father and mother separately. For the assessment of psychobehavioral problems in children, we used the CBCL 36 , answered by the child's primary caregiver. This study focused on the CBCL items that were relevant to the internalizing and externalizing problems. In addition to these measures, the child's full-scale IQ and family's SES were estimated using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children third edition and a brief rating scale of SES 55 , respectively, at the TTC survey for a 10-year-old adolescent. These measures were included as a nuisance covariate in the general linear model when identifying the FBCs associated with the paternal-or maternal-child
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Cohort dataset
relationships (see Identification of FBCs showing the child's sex-independent and dependent effects of child-parent relationships).
In this study, we selected 93 children (41 boys and 52 girls) from the TTC dataset. The details of participant selection procedures are described in Supplementary Information. Table   1 shows the demographic information of the participants included in the present analysis.
MRI acquisition
The MRI data were collected using 3. 
Rs-fMRI processing
All the functional images were preprocessed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 12 (SPM12;
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) with a subsidiary use of in-house scripts in the following steps: 1) slice timing and head motion correction, 2) co-registration of functional images to anatomical image, 3) normalization and resampling to 2 mm isotropic voxel using the DARTEL 56 , and 4) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel (6-mm FWHM).
We excluded participants if their head motion was larger than 3 mm or 3° from the first volume.
For each participant, the median frame-wise displacement (FD) was calculated from six head motion parameters to quantify the amount of head motion during scans 57 . The mean and standard deviation of median FD are shown in Table 1 . We further excluded participants whose median FD was greater than 0.15 mm, as previously recommended 33 .
To remove the effects of head motions during scans, we used ICA-AROMA 58, 59 and further performed nuisance signal regression 60 . Nuisance signals consist of signals extracted from white matter, cerebrospinal fluid, and gray matter binary masks 61 . A band-pass filter (0.008 -0.1 Hz) was then applied. Individual functional connectome was constructed using 273 regions of interest (ROIs) provided by the Brainnetome atlas 37 combined with the 16 cerebellum atlas 38 . For each participant, a 273 × 273 correlation matrix was calculated using the Pearson correlation coefficient among all possible pairs of ROIs. Each element of this matrix was then converted to z-score using Fisher's r-to-z transformation.
Identification of FBCs showing the child's sex-independent and dependent effects of child-parent relationships
To identify FCs that were associated with the child-parent relationship, the following general linear model was fitted to each FC:
)*+ ⋅ -+ " )*+ ⋅ " ⋅ 0 + " ⋅ 1 + " ⋅ 4 + " ⋅ 7 + " ⋅ : + " ⋅ < + "# , where "# stands for the j-th FC of the i-th participant and " )*+ stands for either father's or mother's NRI score for the i-th participant. Age (Agei), frame-wise displacement of head (FDi), child's IQ (IQi), and SES (SESi) were included as additional nuisance covariates. Here, we would highlight that two different models were fitted to each FC in order to independently assess the effects of relationships with father and mother. Furthermore, the effect of the relationship with father or mother on child's FCs were divided into two variables of child's sex-independent term (β1) and the sex-dependent (interaction) term (β2). Therefore, this 
Prediction of child's psychobehavioral problems from FBCs associated with child-parent relationship
We used a method of CPM 33, 45 with LOOCV to examine whether the FBCs identified by the previous steps were predictive of psychobehavioral problems of children. We split the participants into two groups based on sex and built a separate prediction model for each group.
In order to apply the CPM with LOOCV, we first calculated connectivity strengths for the eight 
Causal discovery among child-parent relationships, FBCs, and psychobehavioral problems
A series of analyses confirmed the existence of triad associations among the child-parent relationship, parental FBCs, and child's psychobehavioral problems. In order to examine the causal paths between them, we applied a statistical algorithm for causal discovery. Standard mediation analysis makes explicit assumptions about causal directions beforehand, which may not be appropriate for this study that adopts the cross-sectional design. Here, we used a recently developed data-driven method called the Linear Non-Gaussian Acyclic causal Model (LiNGAM) for causal discovery. LiNGAM is a non-Gaussian variant of structural equation modeling 47 and several variants of LiNGAM have been applied in various fields 48, 49 . In this study, we used a direct estimation algorithm named DirectLiNGAM 46 As in the CPM analyses, separate models were constructed for boys and girls. We chose the CBCL subscale of "aggressive behavior" as boy's psychobehavioral problem in the model because this was the only subscale that was significantly predicted from parental FBCs. On the other hand, we focused on the CBCL subscale "internalizing problems" as girl's psychobehavioral problem in the model because it is a superordinate metric over "withdrawn/depressed", "somatic problem", and "anxiety/depressed", that the parental FBCs significantly predicted.
Although each of the FBCp and FBCm has multiple FBCs (e.g. sex-independent and dependent FBCs with positive and negative effects or with type I and type II interaction),
inclusions of all these FBCs as multiple independent variables in the model would decrease the interpretability of the model and statistical powers in estimation of the causal model. Therefore, we introduced the following composite score for the FBCp and FBCm respectively:
where the two variables, xi and yi, represent sex-independent FBC and sex-dependent FBC of with the effect of paternal-or maternal-child relationship, which we termed FBCp or FBCm, respectively, were further divided into child's sex-independent and sex-dependent effects.
Statistical threshold was set to P < 0.05, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected (b). For prediction of child's psychobehavioral problems, participants were divided into two groups of boys and girls. Then, prediction models for child's psychobehavioral problems using these parental 
